## Approval Ballot Comments
November 25, 2019

### Vote – 29 : 0 : 0 (Affirmative : Negative : Abstain)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Submitter</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Comment, Proposal, and Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Negandhi, PE, Dipak - A.O. Smith | Clarification of the Revised section | I agree with the proposed change however the section 5.48 combines labeling and functional test requirements in a single statement. I propose an editorial correction as below:  
5.48.1 - First two sentences defining the label requirements - "Food warming equipment intended solely for the display of foods that are not potentially hazardous shall have a permanently attached label that states: 'not for the storage or display of potentially hazardous foods.' The label shall be clearly visible to the user after installation of the equipment"  
5.48.2 - The grayed out section of the ballot that defines the testing requirements - "The testing in Sections 6.1, 6.2 and 6.7 does not apply to food warming equipment intended solely for the display of foods that do not require temperature control for safety." |
| Liggans, Girvin - Food and Drug Administration | Placement of proposed language | I agree with the comments of Dipak but recommend his suggested new 5.48.2 be added instead to section 6 which deals with performance (as the proposed new language would be an exception to performance requirements). |
| Glynn, Beth - Starbucks Coffee Company | Reflection of the equipment use limitation in online listing | Reflection of the equipment use limitation ("Not for the storage or display of potentially hazardous foods") in the online equipment listing  
How will the equipment use limitation ("Not for the storage or display of potentially hazardous foods") be reflected in the in the online equipment listing |